Decorative, Proven Coating Systems for Aviation

- Worldwide availability
- Industry standard
- On-site technical service
- Systems warranties

Globally Proven Construction Solutions
Proven Coating System Installations for Aviation

Resinous Flooring for Aviation

Aviation hangars and mechanical areas present a unique challenge for flooring solutions. These spaces require high uptime with customized aesthetics for the hangar floor owner. Additionally, they need safe, nonslip flooring characteristics as well as easy to clean properties.

LATICRETE coatings pros understand the facility requirements faced within aviation and mechanical flooring environments. These spaces require regular cleaning and maintenance, high availability and long-term durability. Not just any flooring solution can handle the demands of such tough floor spaces.

High performance coating systems by LATICRETE offer your aircraft hangar or specialty flooring environment fast return to service, high uptime, and safe, nonslip characteristics. These customizable coating systems also make floor and wall maintenance easy.

Explore the following specialized concrete coating systems below for aircraft hangars, hallways, walkways, parking garages and mechanical rooms. Contact LATICRETE coatings pros today to discuss your next project.

SPARTACOTE™ Resinous Flooring has been used successfully in a number of aviation applications including:

- Airplane hangars
- Mechanical areas
- Offices
- Bathrooms
- Hallways
- Parking areas

Explore SPARTACOTE™ high performance resinous flooring systems below and talk with a SPARTACOTE technical representative to discuss your next project today.

Specialized Coating Systems for Airplane Hangars and Mechanical Areas

SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System

- SPARTACOTE Oil Tolerant Primer and SPARTACOTE Urethane Sealer WB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™ with SPARTACOTE GRIP traction additive

![SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System Diagram]
These high performance, specialized coating systems give you:

- Fast cure and return to service
- Excellent chemical resistance
- Exceptional impact and abrasion resistance
- Very low VOC and low odor at installation
- Customizable colors and textures
- Easy maintenance and long lasting flooring

**Specialized Coating Systems for Parking Areas**

**SPARTACOTE™ High Build Flooring System**

- SPARTACOTE™ Primer and SPARTACOTE SL Topping
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX SB or PURE Top Coats with DIAMOND TOPP Traction Additive

**SPARTACOTE™ Resinous Flooring Systems for Hallways, Walkways, Offices, and Bathrooms**

- SPARTACOTE Oil Tolerant Primer and SPARTACOTE SL Topping
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, solid color
- SPARTACOTE FLEX SB or PURE Top Coats with SPARTACOTE GRIP Traction Additive
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE CLINICAL PLUS (optional)
### Decorative, Proven Coating Systems for Aviation Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>System/Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airplane Hangars</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE™ Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Areas</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallways and Walkways</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE High Build Flooring Coating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathrooms</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System with FLEX PURE™ CLINICAL PLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Areas</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE High Build Flooring System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>